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arch 28,1979. It is 4:00 a.m. at the Three-Mile Island NPP
when the main feedwater pumps stop running, preventing
the steam generators from removing heat. First the turbine,
then the reactor automatically shut down, but the confusing
information provided by control instruments leads operators to
take a series of actions that make conditions worse as the plant
experiences a loss-of-coolant accident.
The careful attention paid to the technical optimisation
of facilities and equipment thus proved insufficient to prevent
one of the two worst accidents in civilian nuclear history. From
that day on, a broader picture - the entire system consisting
of man + technology + organisation - began to be taken into
consideration.
Significant advances have been made in integrating the Fluman
Factor into each step of the life cycle of nuclear reactors,
from design through construction, commissioning, operation
and modification. The task is nevertheless relentlessly ongoing,
for conditions keep changing with the design of new-generation
plants such as the European Pressurised Water Reactor (EPR)
or the necessity for operation to adapt to market deregulation,
but to mention two examples.
Drawing upon lessons learned in various European countries
by Fluman Factor specialists who express the views of safety
authorities, technical safety assessment organisations,
operators, research organizations and training institutes,
the present issue of the Eurosafe Tribune aims at providing
stakeholders - scientists, researchers, engineers, operators,
managers, regulatory bodies, NGOs, opinion leaders
and policy-makers - engaged in the nuclear safety debate
with material for assessing requirements and relevant
strategies to be applied locally. •
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INTRODUCTION

HUMAN FACTOR, A KEY AREA
OF NUCLEAR S A F E T Y '
By Werner Fassmann, Human Factors expert, GRS
and Franpois Jeffroy, Head of the Human Factors
Study Department, IRSN
■ Now that plant safety is recognised as being the result of personnel interaction with technical equipment
according to the values, goals and rules of an organisational system, the Human Factors (HF) discipline plays
a key role, as it provides methods, data and knowledge to understand and improve this interplay between
man, technology and organisation. Drawing upon history, this paper provides a brief overview of the
ergonomic, organisational, socio-cultural and personal aspects of the HF issue today.
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H

he expression “ H um an Factors”
(H F) was introduced in 1946 to desig

environments and work tools. In a broader

nate a separate discipline integrating con

ities and boundary conditions of task per

sense, the term HF refers to all human activ

cepts, methods and results of experimental

formance that influence safety, availability

and applied psychology, ergonomics, medi

and efficiency of systems. According to this

cine, operations research and industrial engi

broad definition, H F encompasses a wider

neering. “Human Factors” refers to the con

range of disciplines, such as organisational sci

ditions, measures and requirem ents that

ence, sociology and cultural anthropology.

influence the abilities, motivation and per

Evaluating hum an perform ance in terms

formance of people who carry out tasks

of reliability and error does not mean plac

involving both teamwork and technical equip

ing blame on people or assuming a person

ment. It is possible to distinguish between

ality trait such as “disposition towards error”.

internal and external Human Factors. While

Rather, HF experts try to explain relation

the term “internal factors” refers to individual

ships between boundary conditions for per

characteristics, such as experience, attitudes

form ance, activities perform ed and o u t

and other personal aspects of reliable task

comes of hum an activity so as to develop

performance, “external factors” includes the

suitable error prevention and/or mitigation

Frangois Jeffroy,

design aspects of work tools, work environ

measures in the technical, organisational

Head of the Human Factors Study
Section, IRSN

ment and task and work organisation.

and H F design field.

The HF concept can be viewed in two ways.
ergonomics, a scientific discipline that pri

> Hum an Factor developm ent: a his
torical perspective. The HF speciality

marily draws on psychology and physiology

at large aims at improving, in an integrat

for the design of man-machine systems, work

ed manner, hum an welfare at work and

In a narrow sense, it refers to the field of
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overall systems efficiency by analysing,

hum an capabilities and needs.

designing and evaluating the interaction

In the nuclear safety field, two major acci

between humans and the other compo

dents - TMI in the U.S. and Chernobyl in

nents of a system using suitable theories,

Ukraine - considerably stimulated progress

principles, methods and relevant data. In

in the use of HF knowledge to design,

this respect, input from the hum an and

operate and maintain facilities. In this

social sciences supports the work of engi

regard,

neering. Efforts to integrate both types of

Reliability Analysis with Emphasis on

science have a long history, and at least

Nuclear Power Plant Application, pub

pre-scientific consideration of H F has

lished by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

the

Handbook

of

H um an

always been a feature in designing arte

Commission in 1983, has been highly influ

facts, tools and machines for efficient use.

ential, because it not only provided a com

These efforts to integrate hum an charac

prehensive and practical HF compendium,

teristics and technical systems require

it also supported the assessment of human

ments were also spurred by particular cir

action in probabilistic safety analyses,

cum stances:

which have become a very important tool

accidents,

conflicting

demands of man and technology, and the

for assessing plant safety.

massive deploym ent of often highly

From a Hum an Factors perspective, sig

sophisticated new technologies. Three

nificant progress has been made in several

periods in time mark this development:

areas, including:

• Before and after World War I, results of

• simulator training;

experimental psychology and physiology

• management of incidents and accidents

were applied in industry to lower accident

by moving from event-based to symptom-

rates and increase productivity of primari

based diagnosis;

ly physical labour.

• organisational support for safe and reli

• During World War II, HF studies of m an’s

able task performance;

interaction with more complex technical

• promotion of a safety culture;

systems were carried out when new mili

• support for m an-machine interaction,

tary technologies drew increasing atten

particularly in the control room, by provid

tion to factors on which reliable observer

ing and facilitating access to relevant infor

and operator behaviour depends.

mation;

• More recently, increasing autom ation

• design of m aintenance procedures and

and computerisation have been shifting

interfacing of m aintenance activities with

the focus of HF research and develop

operation.

m ent from physical labour to cognitive

tion and the massive use of com puter

organisation and hum an perform ance is

technology can also under- or overload

quite complex: organisational structures

and confuse users if new technologies are

and

not properly designed with respect to

are required to do. To be effective, ^

sation can relieve man of many danger
ous, stressful and unpleasant tasks and

rules

define

w hat

personnel
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working conditions. But greater autom a

> An urgent need for com prehensive
o rg an isatio n al m odels integrating
in d iv id u a l and c o lle c tiv e p e rfo r
m an ce. The relationship between HF,

capabilities. Automation and com puteri
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Fuel loading into the reactor core
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structures and rules have to be put

and stability of an organisation depend on

into practice by actual personnel behav

actual hum an performance, which has to

iour. Organisations therefore must not

be evaluated in terms of required behaviour

only recruit and qualify workforce and

and results to be achieved. Systematic eval

managers in a suitable manner, they must

uation provides highly valuable insights for

motivate people at every level of the organ

continuously

isation to comply with rules through mea

which has become a major topic of organi

sures such as leadership and control, incen

sational learning and development.

tives and sanctions, and HF design to adapt

Despite considerable work, there is still

improving

organisations,

tasks, working conditions and training to

an urgent need for more comprehensive

personnel needs and capabilities. An organ

models to understand and evaluate these

isation must also develop rules for the con

factors and their contribution to nuclear

sistent and continuous application of moti

safety. In particular, m uch more sophisti

vational measures, which have to be

cated models for quantitative reliability

observed in daily practice. Motivational

assessments have to be developed.

measures can influence manifest behav

C urrent hum an reliability models con

iour and underlying values and attitudes;

sider only selected aspects of the com 

the effects can thus range from mere

plex relationships between organisation

opportunism to real commitment. Ideally,

al factors and hu m an perform ance.

organisations should succeed in achieving a

Q uantitative assessment is largely res

high level of commitment, particularly to

tricted to rule-based behaviour, whose

safe and reliable performance. The success

scope depends on the co n te n t and
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am ount of training and the written pro
cedures an organisation provides to sup
port task perform ance. Beyond that, only

Human Factors experts1 input
to safety-oriented design

the omission of oral com m unications
and the effectiveness of recovery from
hum an error by a supervisor can be eval
uated so far. T here is, therefore, an
urgent need for comprehensive models
to systematically identify, analyse and
assess the organisational, managerial and
cultural factors of a company that oper
ates nuclear power plants and their
effect on hum an reliability. T he same is
true of im portant aspects of hum an cog
nition, in particular the hum an potential

1. identify human capabilities, human needs, task characteristics
and conditions of task execution.
2. Develop models representing how human performance
depends on HF.
3. Develop and apply practical methods for analysing
and evaluating HF and human performance.
4. Recommend measures for designing tasks, workplaces,
workplace systems, environmental factors of task performance
and training according to human capabilities and needs
in such a way that safety, reliability, productivity and personnel
satisfaction are best assured.
5. Prepare guidelines for systematically considering
and implementing HF during the entire design process.

for coping with situations that have not
been sufficiently considered in the
design of interfaces, procedures and

with the retirem ent of about half of the

tasks. Last but not least, comprehensive

NPP personnel in the next 8 to 10 years

modelling m ust also show how working

(e.g. to start up and commission new

groups and entire organisations think

plants)? How should young engineers be

and how they make decisions, particular

attracted to nuclear careers? W hat is the

ly in risky and stressful situations.

right balance between individual empow
erm ent and supervision?

> Hum an Factors: on-going debate.

• regarding experience feedback: How to

Some important HF issues currently being

go back systematically to the root-causes of

discussed with a view to enhancing safety in

events? (e.g. if an operator misinterprets an

the future:

ambiguous instruction, the reason why

• regarding N P P control: How can the

ambiguous instructions are drafted should

man-m achine interface be improved?

be analysed). How to perform analyses that

How should the control room of future

lead to a good understanding of events and

reactors be designed (the EPR, for

allow a statistically well-founded assess
m ent not only of particular types of events,
but also of the status of the plant as a

trol-room operator have?

whole at a given moment?

• regarding m aintenance: How can equip

It is widely recognised that error is integral

m ent maintainability be factored in at the

to hum an activity. Hum an Factors studies

design stage? How can reliability-centred

aim for nuclear safety enhancem ent and

maintenance contribute to greater safety?

realistic consideration of hum an strengths

What skills must in-house personnel have

and weaknesses by NPP personnel them 

for effectively checking the results of out

selves, by designers, by technical support

sourced maintenance tasks?

organisations, by the regulatory authori

• regarding m anagem ent: How to cope

ties, and, ultimately, by the public. ■
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instance)? How should information be dis
played? What qualifications should a con
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P O I N T OF VI

HUMAN F A C T OR S
ENGI NEERING P R O G R A M M E
FOR THE EPR

Emmanuelle Guyard,

■ The European Pressurised Water Reactor (EPR) is the next
generation NPP due to succeed the N4 series in France.
EDF’s engineering centre CNEN, based in the Paris suburbs, is
heading up the company’s participation in designing the new
reactor. Engineering efforts are not only concerned with designing
technical systems but also, more fundamentally, with the
situations in which people work. Sources of performance
improvement in terms of safety and availability do not depend on
the sophistication of such technical systems alone, but also on
factoring in the human activity they involve early in the process.
This article describes the methodology, organisation and
implementation of the Human Factors Engineering (HFE)
programme.

EUROSAFE Tribune
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▼ The HFE programme helps
provide:
• operating personnel with every
means of fulfilling their duties
to achieve the desired
performance in terms of
production, quality, reliability,
availability, radiological protection,
operating safety, maintenance
and testing;
• working conditions that are free
from physical risks.
Incorporating Human Factors (HF)
in the design means taking
into account general knowledge
of the human operator and
specific knowledge of the related
work conditions in the design
of systems, equipment and
documentation, and the
organisation and definition
of the skills required.

RELYING ON ERGONOMIC
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
T The method developed
to integrate HF is based
on ergonomic design principles,
such as envisioning the work
of future operators in choosing
design bases in relation to the work
activity to ensure the relevancy of
the selected options. Future work
activity must be anticipated through
an iterative design approach based
on successive approximations
interfaced with the design process.
This is done by taking into account
comparable current situations,
by simulations performed on
simple mock-ups in virtual reality
mode or, possibly, on simulators.
This method is implemented
in four steps.

1

MAJOR DESIGN PROJECTS
ANALYSING
CURRENT CONDITIONS
▼ Analysis of the work activity in
comparison with current conditions
allows identification of intrinsic
features of the work, i.e. invariable
characteristics that will inevitably
prevail regardless of the technical
tools the protagonists are provided
with. Operating feedback is also
analysed to sort out adequate and
inadequate features of the previous
design, and to make necessary
changes. Drawing on field
interviews and observations, such
analysis contributes to the definition
of functional specifications for the
future system facility or plant.

PREDICTING
FUTURE CONDITIONS
▼ The forecast of work activity
must be prepared in accordance
with the specifications adopted for
the new social-technical system.
ADAPTING SPECIFICATIONS
▼ The design options are tested
on mock-ups and the test
results are analysed to evaluate
adaptations required to the design
specifications. Proposed changes
will be accepted or rejected, based
on the objectives to be achieved
and technical constraints.
T From principles to implementation.
The FIFE programme encompasses
operations, maintenance and testing.
It will be implemented in three
design areas:
• plant operations: both normal
and accidental;
• system design;
• general layout.
Maintenance and testing activities
are covered in system design and
general layout studies.

Microturbine emergency stop
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INVOLVEMENT IN DEFINING
SPECIFICATIONS
▼ To integrate HF in the definition
of functional specifications, some
principles about the operator’s role
in the facility are defined:
• A clear distribution of tasks
between operators and process
and control systems. This must be
done in a way that it is “ clear who or
what is in control of operations for
a given phase” . Beyond assigning
repetitive tasks or those exceeding an
operator’s physiological, psychological
and cognitive capabilities to automatic
control systems, automation criteria
must allow for the acquisition and
updating of relevant operating
knowledge to enable operators to
carry out the most appropriate
actions for normal or off-normal
situations that may arise.
• Operator confidence in the
automatic control systems and in

the data supplied by the interface.
To achieve this, operators must
be provided with adequate and
meaningful feedback on the
behaviour of automatic systems to
understand what they are doing;
• Ultimate control by the operator.
Relations between operators,
automatic control systems
and the process must enable
operators to remain in control of
facilities for which they are
responsible by providing them with
the necessary means for intervening
in the process and, when required,
in the behaviour of automatic
control systems.
• Significant feedback to anticipate
facility behaviour. The relationship
between the operators and the
process must provide humans
with knowledge of the process’
current status to help them
predict future conditions.
For this purpose, there must
be meaningful feedback from
the process so that operators
can understand it in real time.

9
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> Operation: the m ajo r role
of sim ulation
▼ The HF contribution at this stage
is aimed at ensuring that the
characteristics of control room
work are taken into account.
This involves a variety of activities
to be conducted in parallel based
on the priorities of a given situation.
Studies are thus performed
to identify requirements for the
man-machine interface (MMI) in
terms of information, alarms,
component control,
communications, cooperation,
lock-down locations, shift
supervisor room, etc. The resulting
specifications will be placed in
their practical context through
ergonomic testing. The application

developed will be assessed on the
following basis:
• its usefulness, i.e. whether or not
future users are provided with all
the functions required to perform
their tasks appropriately;
• its simplicity of use in terms of
man-machine communications, i.e.
information and control should be
presented in a meaningful and
unambiguous manner, they should
be appropriately grouped and
sequenced, and should be quickly
accessible.
At major stages of the design
process, simulations of future
situations using MMI mock-ups are
planned to assess the feasibility of
the underlying control principles.
This early testing of design

Civeaux NPP (France): control room
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concepts is performed by
confronting a representative sample
of future users with nominal and
emergency scenarios based on
sequencing diagrams and analysis
of actual conditions.
A full scope simulator will be used
at the end of the design process,
before starting up the plant, to
verify the capability of teams to
handle normal and emergency plant
operating conditions. The following
points will be studied in particular:
appropriate control of the reactor
under normal and accidental
operating conditions, diagnosis and
management of incidents and
accidents, and management of
alarms. Recommendations are
drafted accordingly.

MAJOR DESIGN PROJECTS
> System design: com plying
with construction, operation
and m aintenance requirem ents
▼ The integration of HF in the
design of basic systems calls for the
identification and implementation of
appropriate requirements as
regards:
• equipment installation;
• system operation: control,
continuous monitoring, periodic
testing;
• system maintenance, with plant
unit in power mode or during an
outage.
T These requirements are derived
from regulations and operating
feedback.

INTEGRATING
MANY KINDS OF SKILLS
T HF personnel work together
with the design teams to facilitate
integration of the forecast future
activity in the design basis.
Other resources, such as R&D
centres, are involved to provide
support in methodological
aspects, to carry out specialised
studies for specific design bases,
to hone assessment testing or
to analyse results. HF specialists
from utilities also participate by
contributing operating experience
and future user viewpoints.

Other profiles are also necessary,
such as:
• design engineers: in preparation
for the HFE programme, design
engineer awareness of HF is
increased through training. The
design team helps integrate the HF
perspective in design studies with
the support of guidelines or by
working with HF specialists;
• specialists in related fields:
radiological protection and
occupational safety specialists
participate in the design and are
involved in the HFE programme;
• utility head offices and operating
personnel: to integrate the views
of the future user, existing NPP
teams and technical specialists
work with the design engineers
and HF specialists by mediating
operating feedback, describing
user requirements, and
participating in design
specification assessments on
mock-ups and simulators.
▼ The HFE programme for the
EPR can be characterised as an
interactive process drawing on a
combination of highly diverse
skills and developed in close
association with work on the EPR
project. Some key success factors
for this programme may be
identified, including the availability
of HF resources, the integration
of the HF perspective into major
decisions by project
management as well as in the
design of technical methods,
and a collective effort involving HF
specialists, design professionals
and experienced utility operators. •
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> G eneral layout: focusing
on applicable rules
▼ General layout studies pertain
to civil works on buildings (or
engineering structures) and
equipment installation in all NPP
buildings (nuclear island and
conventional island).
A set of rules, directly or indirectly
related to HF, derived from
regulations, operating feedback, and
recognised practices applicable to
the EPR project, is applied in layout
studies. Such operating feedback
has been integrated into the N4
series plants through interviews
with operating and maintenance
personnel. A comparison of actual
situations that involve principles
similar to those to be applied to the
EPR has identified typical work
activities (access, traffic,
identification, work environment,
communications, etc.) and their

corresponding requirements.
This facilitates the definition
of basic concepts (work
specifications) for the future
technical system and layout
and, subsequently, detailed
specifications.
Radiation protection requirements
based on the Alara principle are
also integrated early in the design
phase. An assessment process is
developed for selected activities
(on-site operation, maintenance),
particularly those considered
critical to achieving major
objectives such as safety:
• scenarios representative of
operation are defined by drawing
on operating feedback and
analysing current conditions;
• future work situations and
activities that are particularly
sensitive are designed using virtual
reality and, if possible, mock-ups;
• design layout recommendations
are drafted.
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VALIDATION OF N P P CONTROL R OOMS :
NEW HF ASSESSMENT METHODS

By Leena Norros and Paula Sauioja,
UTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
■ The assessment of complex artefacts such as NPP control rooms are claimed to require improved
validation approaches. A holistic evaluation may be accomplished by new types of performance
assessment criteria that reflect not only the outcome aspects of performance, but also such internal
features as culture and habits.

T

he o b jective of current research
p e rta in in g to th e m o d ern isatio n
of th e m a n -m a c h in e in te rfa c e

determ ining how the users’ situational
goals develop up as they m ediate the
relationship between the subjects and

( MMI ) in the central control rooms of

their object. O ther mediators within the

Finnish nuclear power plants is to develop

activity system are rules, standards and

a m ethod that can be used in integrated

values, and the division of labour and

system validation of em erging control

organisation.

room solutions. In this process, such issues
situations for the validation, the selection

> 1st feature of the proposed m ethod:
identifying the core tasks. To describe

of performance indicators and acceptance

further what meaningful activity of an

criteria, and the am ount of testing and

organisation and m eaningful actions in

assessm ent needed to validate a system

an organisation are, the concept of the

are carefully addressed to provide infor

core task, i.e. the core content of work, is

m ation ab o u t system p erform ance in

used. T he process of defining the core

critical conditions and th u s fulfil its

task is called core task analysis (CTA).

purpose of ensuring safe and efficient

Experts in the field and H um an Factors

as th e selection of relevant operational

NPP operations.

specialists have an active role in the

EUROSRFE Tribune

process, as do operators and other plant
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> M ediating the relationship between
su b jects and o b jects. As shown in

personnel. CTA begins with the defini

Fig. 1, an artefact is fit for its use when it

for the work. For nuclear power genera

prom otes m eaningful activity in the

tion, it may, in short, be defined as “pro

usage organisation, i.e. activity th at

ducing a m aximum am ount of electricity

tion of the object and the societal motive

derives from the societally-defined pur

from nuclear fission while balancing

pose for the existence of the organisa

safety, efficiency, maintainability, quali

tion. Artefacts play an im portant part in

ty, and personnel health.”
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> 2nd feature of the proposed method:
assessin g system u s a b ility . The

of shared knowledge and practices w ith

control room system may be represented

system usability is also experienced by

as an “inform ation and com m unication

the users as providing possibilities for

technology (ICT)-based mediating arte

future work.

in the community. Consequently, high

fact” serving the instrum ental, cognitive,

usability may express the generic qualifi

Paula Savioja,

> 3rd fe a tu re of th e p ro p o sed
m ethod: in co rp o ratin g co n textu al
p a ra m e te rs . T he primary m easure

cation of the appropriateness of such a

VTTTechnical Research
Centre of Finland

m ent for the appropriateness of evolving

and com m unicational functions of NPP
operations; and the concept of system

tool. In the nuclear field, it should be

systems is process performance, which is

required that the control room system be

measured by means of parameters such as

able to portray appropriately the critical

process status, time, errors, etc. It has

safety, efficiency and personnel health-

been observed, however, that such perfor

related

production.

mance criteria are not necessarily very

Furtherm ore, the artefact should provide

sensitive to changes in the M M I of

the user with possibilities to take these

instrum entation and control (I&C) sys

constraints into account, and thus devel

tems. Consequently, it is customary to

op appropriate work practices. In other

include complementary parameters such

constraints

of

words, the operators are able to under
stand the im pact their own actions have

Leena Norms,
VTTTechnical Research
Centre of Finland

as system performance, personnel task
performance, cognitive and mental load

on the overall perform ance of the sys

factors, and

tem. A system with high system usability

W hether the results provide information

induces good working practices in the

about the generic, but contextually spe

users. It also facilitates the development

cific ways that operators make sense out

anthropom etric

factors.

of and act on the situation may be ques
tioned. Additional param eters are there

Fig. 1 : M o d el of an activity system

fore needed that describe the courses of
action as an expression of the ‘taskevoked directedness’ of the practical

Mediating artefacts:
instrumental, cognitive,
communicational tools

interaction with the environm ent result
ing in a continuously developing inter
pretation of the situation.

a ‘core-task analysis ladder’ (see Fig. 2) is
used to define performance-based indica
tors and criteria for system usability of

and values

organisation

artefacts in a work domain. It includes
interplay between generic and situational
points of view, and involves both

EUROSRFE Tribune

> 4th feature of the proposed m ethod:
developing the appropriate m o d el
ling tool. A special modelling tool called

113
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analysis of user practices and conceptual

criteria are behavioural descriptors of

analysis of the domain and tasks.

ways of making decisions, ways of collabo
rating and ways of coping with problem

> 5th feature of the proposed m ethod:
evaluating user practices. In empiri

classified into six categories that express

cal studies, user practices can be evaluated

to what extent the operators have, in

from two points of view:

action:

• first externally, with respect to the out

• taken into account overall process con

come of an action, i.e. process performance;

ditions;

situations. The descriptors are currently

• second internally, to determ ine the

• taken into account th e particular

habitual and cultural features that the

nature of off-normal process conditions;

users’ actions express. Drawing on a

• prom oted shared interpretation of the

com bination of behavioural and inter

situation;

view data, how (practice or habit) users

• prom oted unity of collaboration;

use available resources and take into

• prom oted reorientation in problem

account the objectives and constraints of

situations;

the work domain is assessed.

• prom oted critical assessment of their

As a result, two types of performance indi

own resources.

cators emerge. Both portray the core task

T hese

demands of control room work.

adaptability of practices, which is the

T he final point in the evaluation of prac

foundation of good practices. Three (or

tices involves grading the level of the

five) grade scales are constructed to score

users’ orientation to the core task. The

practices. T he logic in these scales is that

descriptors

dem onstrate

th e

the m edium level expresses an accept

Fig. 2 : The core task analysis ladder

able level of practice and compliance
with standards, the lower level indicates

Is the system
appropriate?

risk-prone perform ance, and the higher
level signifies thought processes th at
ensure good safety and prom ote develop

Performance-related criteria J
for system appropriateness "
Interaction demands (
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Functional constraints J
and possibilities i
Purpose and
societal meaning of work

|
"

t Course of action:
" actual interaction
1

"
1

"
1

"

Reasons for actions:
affordances and accounts
Tasks and resources from a
decision-making viewpoint
Situational Goals:
balancing between objectives;
expressing personal orientation

m ent of good practices.

> System usability: a new focus for
assessm en t. This extension of the
analysis makes it possible to understand
the logic dictating people’s actions. It
helps explain, evaluate and predict spe
cific courses of action without, however,

Genericperspective

Situational perspective

necessarily drawing on process perfor
m ance. In the extended assessm ent

The ladder provides a basis for decision-making for the selection of representative test
situations, thereby promoting the generalisation of validation results. The ladder also
serves to derive performance indicators for user practices that could be utilised
in the assessment of the appropriateness of particular systems or artefacts.
The indicators may also be used for other purposes, such as operator training.

framework, the functioning of the entire
activity system serves as an assessment
basis of artefacts in situational actions.
From this a new focus of assessment
emerges: system usability. ■
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INTEGRATING THE HUMAN FACTOR IN
THE M O D E R N I S A T I O N S O S K A R S H A M N 1
By Thomas Gunnarsson, OKG, Oskarshamn, Sweden
and Jan Erik Farbrot, IFE, Halden, Norway
■ The Oskarshamn 1 BWR has been in operation since 1972 and is Sweden’s oldest operating unit. New
requirements for design changes to process systems and instrumentation, as well as existing shortcomings
in the control room due to many previously performed modifications, forced an overhaul of the control room.
The Human Factors (HF) for modernising the control room, the results, and the lessons learned from this work
are explained.

T

o a c h ie v e a high le v e l of s a fe ty
and efficiency, one must ensure that

IFE’s HF expertise, the overall integration
of information was used as a basis for a

the operators’ working conditions are

conceptual design with optimal and effec

good, that requirem ents and resources in

tive interplay between the hum an (opera

the workplace are in balance, and that the

tor) and the system (means for interacting

ergonomic requirem ents are fulfilled. In

with the plant) in a conceptual design.

this respect, the extension of the originally

Briefly stated, the philosophy puts the

compact central control room of the Oskar

operator in charge together with autom a

shamn 1NPP (see Fig. I), performed to allow

tion to perform the plant functions. It was

the stepwise installation of new informa

planned that the unified human-system

tion and control equipment, lead to down

interface (HSI) would be screen-based,

graded working conditions and increased

with an overview of operation on large

mental work, as operators had to move back

screens, and overview information and

and forth between the main and adjacent

various manoeuvres on a conventionally

control room in order to obtain the neces

equipped safety panel.

sary information to carry out their tasks,

> A d e s ig n m a n a g e m e n t p ro 
g ra m m e in vo lvin g th e en d -u ser, a

among other reasons, prom pted the deci

goal was to have most operators involved

sion to build a modern new screen-based

in the design and evaluation process, as

control room located in the same space as

they are the end-users and have in-depth

the old one, and with the same num ber of

process and operational knowledge and

operators.

know the strengths and weaknesses of

often in dynamic and stressful conditions

the current design. IFE was involved in

> A control room based on a unified
hum an-system in terface. Based on

establishing concepts and instructions
for all HSI, and assisted in docu-

EUROSRFE Tribune

with rapidly changing information. This,
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meriting design process and results

to integrate H F principles and other

as well as in ensuring that guidelines and

design bases in a systematic way in the

standards were followed in the design

HSI. But during the work with the HSI

and evaluation.

concept and specifications, it was discov
ered that the vendor’s system could not

Thomas Gunnarsson,
Oskarshamnsverkets
Kraftgrupp AB (OKG),
Oskarshamn, Sweden

> System atic integration of Hum an
Factor principles in the hum an-sys
tem interface. It was decided that the

prerequisites with input from the OKG

new control room should be located in the

design team, enabling the involved con

meet all of the requirements. The vendor
worked on developing general design

same space as the old one and that the

structors to solve problems consistently.

shift team and its composition and respon

Moreover, MTO-related (Man-Technology-

sibilities should remain unchanged. The

Organisation) issues identified during the

m odernisation included the following

design and docum ents reviews were

design areas: new control room layout

tracked for progress reporting and issue

with workplaces, new overview informa

resolution.

tion on large screens, a new safety panel, a
ly new alarm system, new and revised pro

> S im ulation of real situations from
the early stages. Three main criteria were

cedures (paper-based), new education and

assessed for control design: compatibility

training programmes, and work environ

(that the HSI was in accordance with the

m ent considerations. A simulator was built

operator’s abilities

for the education and training of opera

understanding (that all inform ation pre

tors. Virtual Reality (VR) technology was

sentation, handling, control and response

new display system with a new HSI, a part

Jan Erik Farbrot,
Institutt for energiteknikk (IFE),
Halden, Norway

and

lim itations),

used to design the control room, work

in the HSI should be easy to understand

places and safety panel layout.

and result in meaningful com m unica

As shown in Fig. 1, the design process -

tion), and effectiveness (that the design

which was carried out more or less in par

supports safe plant operation, that the

allel for each design area - is a continuous

shift team tasks were safely carried out

and iterative process in which the detailed

and supported the fulfilment of team

design is developed based on the verifi

responsibilities). Real situations were

cation and validation (V&V) of preliminary

simulated.

designs. Verification involves checking
into design. Validation involves testing

> M e a s u re m e n t of hum an p e rfo r
m a n c e . T he types of hum an perfor

that the design adequately supports safe

m ance m easured were plant perfo r

and efficient plant operation. Hum an

m ance (m easurem ent of the deviations

EUROSRFE Tribune

that specifications are met and factored
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Factors verification and validation was

from predefined ideal process values),

performed throughout the design and

task perform ance (m easurem ent of fulfil

development of the design areas and their

m ent and efficiency), cognitive factors

integration into a complete control room

(situation awareness, workload, and task

(see Fig. 1).

complexity), and work process (quality of

An im portant task was to establish a basis

teamwork). M easurem ents made before

for a unified HSI for all design areas, and

completing operator training indicated

MODIFICATION PROJECTS
that the crew’s plant performance was sat

troublesome issues at later stages in the

isfactory in the new control room, and

process, and enhancing quality.

that the workload and task complexity

• Close co-operation with the regulatory

were experienced as being similar. However,

authorities is considered im portant.

there were some concerns about reduced

O pen dialogue and early inform ation

task performance and situation awareness.

transfer will ensure that the authorities

A follow-up validation was therefore per

can make a proper evaluation of the pro

formed after operator training was com

ject and suggest modifications, and will

pleted, and the task performance was now

lessen the time needed in the end for the

better than in the old control room.

licensing process. T he plant and the
authorities have the same goal: to

> Lesso n s le a rn e d fro m O skarsh am n 1 . T he experience gained from

achieve the best possible control room in

control room m odernisation shows that:

• VR technology has proven to be a very

• The involvement of the end-users (opera

helpful and flexible tool in the design

tors) and HF expertise in the overall control

process. Visualising actual design con

room design process ensured human-cen

cepts supports com m unication and dis

tred solutions (high usability), and led to a

cussion of ideas, and serves as a tool for

high operator acceptance level.

docum enting the design process.

• T he integration of V&V activities from

• Vendors should allow some flexibility in

the very start ensured a design process in

their systems and co-operate more with

a structured way.

which design flaws are discovered early,

end-users w hen developing standard

reducing the probability of expensive and

products. ■

Fig. 1 : S im p lifie d design process schem e
Control room
philosophy

Analysis

Control room
philosophy

Functional
& task analysis

Design

Preliminary
design

Detailed
design

Full-scale
simulator

Operating
experience
review

Concept
verification
& validation

System
performance
verification
& validation

Integrated system
performance
verification
& validation
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Continuous prototyping and mock-up development
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F O C U S I N G ON MTO I NTERACTI ON

FOR A PROACTIVE AND PREVENTIVE APPROACH
TO NOCLEAR SAFETY
fl regulator's view by flnne Edland,
Department of Man-Technology-Organisation,
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate
■ The “Man-Technology-Organisation” concept was introduced In Sweden in the 1990s.
To prevent accidents and ensure the smooth operation of nuclear facilities, it was recognised
that behavioural competence had to be merged with technical knowledge of design, operations,
maintenance and modifications. This interdisciplinary work and a systems approach encompassing
human, technical and organisational elements and their interactions proved to be effective tools
for the collaborative efforts of engineers and behavioural scientists at the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (Statens Karnkraftinspektion, SKI).

Anne Edland,

EUROSAFE Tribune

Department of Man-TechnologyOrganisation, Swedish Nuclear
Power Inspectorate
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n Sw eden, the licensee retains full
responsibility for safety, including
human, organisational and technical
activities. The Swedish Law on Nuclear

I

action between man, technology and

Activities also establishes the legal author

op a system and gain practice in recog

ity of SKI to ensure th a t th e licensee

nising different kinds of events, perform 

organisation during incidents, including
those involving barrier functions. These
specialized teams help the licensee devel

assumes this responsibility and th at the

ing appropriate analyses, discussing solu

activities are carried ou t safely. In this

tions, implementing them , and evaluat

respect, SKI may close plants that do not

ing their effects.

m eet safety requirements. T he examples

In recent SKI inspections, emphasis was

below illustrate regulatory requirem ents

placed on the need for clear, docum ented

from the MTO perspective.

and timely decision-making concerning
recommendations issued by the incident

> A n a ly s in g and le a rn in g fro m
even ts. An im portant safety activity for

out accordingly, and the assessment of

the licensee is to recognise and analyse

their effects.

investigation team, actions to be carried

events in order to take appropriate m ea
end, nuclear power plants have assem

> M an ag in g control room m o d ific a 
tio n s. Sweden’s NPPs are making major

bled teams trained in analysis of the inter

changes to instrum entation and control

sures and learn from experience. To this

MODIFICATION PROJECTS
systems and o ther m odifications th at

> M anaging organisational change.

will affect th e control room and the

Experience has shown that modifica

hum an-system interface. T h e licensee

tions to an organisation’s structure and

m ust dem onstrate proper control of the

resources are im portant factors for risk

entire process, including the hum an

and safety. In recent years, there has

aspects of m odifications, particularly

been pressure on the industry to cut

with respect to m anagem ent of the

costs, which has led to plans to reduce

H um an Factors programme, review of

staff, make work processes more effi

operating experience, functional and

cient, outsource some tasks and self-per-

task analyses, the hum an-system inter

form other tasks previously handled ^

face, and staffing and training. T he
development of procedures, the verifica
tion of H um an Factors and the valida

The MTO perspective

tion process, and design im plem entation
are also reviewed. SKI assesses how

The MTO perspective is often used to:

th e elem ents are m anaged and co n 

• study instructions given to people on how to work safely;
• ensure individual skills and alertness;
• analyse the management, organisational and safety culture
aspects of safe work;
• analyse events to learn “what the event is telling us”
so as to prevent its recurrence, i.e. learning from experience.

trolled and perform s random verifica
tions to exam ine th e actual process.
T he outcom e may also be reviewed if
necessary.

> W orking conditions that support
safe p e rfo rm a n c e . H um an perfor

Exam ples of areas in which the MTO concept
can be applied:

m ance,

• assessing plant modifications, such as control room modifications,
so that operators can simulate a proposed modification from
a human and user perspective before it is implemented;
• examining maintenance from an organisational perspective:
how is maintenance organised, planned, performed and evaluated?
• education and training: are there enough personnel with
the necessary skills and experience to perform the duties assigned
to them?
• developing and evaluating procedures for accident management;
• influencing various management and organisational aspects
and early recognition of signs of possible declining performance;
• learning from experience.

w h eth er

for individuals

or

groups, is affected by working condi
tions. T he licensee m ust therefore pro
vide proper working conditions so that
work can be carried out safely. Factors at
work that can negatively affect perfor
m ance m ust be identified and appropri
ate measures taken to prevent errors.
W hat is expected is a system that shows
th at proactive and systematic action is
being taken by the licensee in this
respect and th at factors such as work
and work supervision are considered.
Also, it is expected that tasks in need of
more frequent or more detailed analysis
will have been identified. Most inspec
tions

pertaining

to

organisational

processes address the workload of m an
agers and other personnel.

•
•
•
•
•
•

aging facilities;
modernisation and safety upgrades;
safe shut-down of operating facilities for decommissioning;
skills management;
downsourcing and outsourcing;
safety culture.

EUROSFIFE Tribune

load, overtime, motivation, teamwork,

The MTO perspective is preventive and should
therefore be applied to future challenges as w e ll,
such as:
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^

by contractors. Changes such as

T he regulator’s position is th a t the

these can have positive or negative

licensee should have sufficient skills

effects of im portance to safety, depend

within its own organisation to order,

ing to a large extent on how they are pre

manage, and evaluate work perform ed by

pared, im plem ented, and monitored. By

the contractor.

law, the licensee m ust have a procedure
for managing organisational change.

> C onclusion: le a rn in g fro m e x p e 
rie n c e is the rig h t w ay fo rw a rd , a

> Ensuring the a v a ila b ility of s k ills
and p e rs o n n e l. Recent inspections

systems view focused on the interaction
between man, technology and organisa

have been devoted to assessing the

tion is pivotal for a proactive and preven

licensee’s system and practices for ensur

tive approach to nuclear safety. To err is

ing that there are adequate personnel

hum an, and though we cannot change

with the right mix of skills. T he focus has

hum an nature, we can change the condi

been on the system in place used to

tions in which hum ans work. In order to

determ ine w hich skills are required.

do this, it is im portant to have good

Factors such as attrition, future plant

knowledge of the factors that affect the

modifications and m aintenance plans

perform ance of individuals, groups and

also need to be considered by the

organisations.

licensee, with respect to additional analy

T he system m ust be able to handle errors

ses for the near future. T he focus is also

and hum ans m ust be encouraged to

placed on skills that are lacking and on

report mistakes, which in turn creates a

measures needed to bridge the gaps. A

fair organisational culture in which the

related issue was to sort out in-house

reasons for mistakes are investigated and

skills needed at the plants when tasks or

corrected and learning from experience

functions are outsourced to contractors.

is emphasised. ■

The MTO concept

EUROSAFE Tribune

In Sweden, after initial pioneering work, the MTO concept is well established in industry
and with the regulator. At the same tim e, its scope has grown to include many different issues.
Today, seven specialists work at the Department of Man-Technology-Organisation at the Swedish
Nuclear Power Inspectorate in areas such as:
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• quality assurance, safety management,
quality/safety management systems;
• rationalisation;
• organisational change;
• safety culture;
• management and organisation;

• qualifications, fitness
for duty, suitability, education
and staffing;
• working conditions;
• ergonomics/Human Factors
for control room work;

• incident analysis
and risk analysis from
the MTO perspective;
• maintenance;
• decommissioning.

Together with specialists from other departments, SKI performs inspections and reviews, makes
decisions, enforces requirements and recommendations, conducts investigations, spearheads research,
and participates in international collaboration in these areas.

P O I N T OF V I E

SI MULATOR TRAI NI NG:
WHERE TECHNOLOGY
MEETS SOFT SKILLS

Dr. Eberhard Hoffmann,
Managing Director of the NPP
simulator centre (KSG/GfS), Essen,
Germany

■ In German NPPs, incidental situations are fortunately so rare
that they cannot be categorised. Nevertheless, in order to keep
safety to as high a level as possible, the four major German
electricity companies entrusted VGB PowerTech e.V. with surveys
on safety management, reporting tools, etc., with a view to taking
man-technology-organisation (MTO) issues better into account.
These surveys showed the important role of training in decision
making: in German NPPs, approximately one third of the few
reported incidents are due to - or worsened by - human errors.
Despite this fact, attention was mainly focused on technological
issues - e.g. automated systems - until about 15 years ago.
Then it became obvious that Human Factor and MTO issues had to
be given more consideration, though it is more difficult to be
confronted with soft skills than with hard science. Today’s
generation of managers thus regard this issue as a major one.

mandatory to keep a license valid.
It consists of an average of 2 weeks
of simulator training per year.
▼ As a specialist of simulator
training for NPP operators,
KSG/GfS(1) organises biannual
sessions for about 900 people,
90% of whom are licensed
operators. The content of each
session is based on guidelines
issued by the German authorities
and can be described as follows:
• thorough review of the
knowledge acquired during
the initial training: the complete

EUROSRFE Tribune

▼ According to German law,
operators must be licensed to
operate safety-related systems and
components. In the field of training,
the rules defined by the safety
authorities provide for two types
of instructional programmes.
First, initial training, required to
receive the operator’s licence.
Carried out in addition to
engineering courses, it consists
of 3 to 5 years of very stringent
and intensive training including
12 weeks of simulator training
over the past 2 years. Then,
on-going training, which is
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range of potential operating
scenarios is reviewed in 3-year
cycles;
• in addition, all the incidents or
accidents that have actually
occurred in plants worldwide during
the previous year are included
in the programmes so as to provide
“ real-world” training;
• trends relevant to operations,
such as changes in plant design or
operating manuals, are also covered
in the training course;
• last but not least, the contents are
tailored to individual needs, based
on an assessment of the tasks
performed by each operator.

ANALYSIS OF THE WORKING
SYSTEM OFNPP PERSONNEL
▼ During the sessions, actual
situations are simulated, taking into
account the entire working system
of NPP personnel:
• the control room, where
individuals are confronted with the
man-machine interface, the panel;
• manuals and other documents:
120 folders, 5 meters of paper
for a single plant;
• training and its influence on the
operator’s knowledge and
behaviour;
• the organisation itself: who is the
leader, who gives the instructions...

MEETING OPERATORS’ NEEDS
T The trainees’ expectations
regarding simulator courses can be
roughly described as follows:
• keep the average plant availability
at about 99% over the year (not
including planned outages);
• get acquainted with scenarios
they are not used to seeing in their
operating file... and life;
• be capable of managing complex
incidental situations pertaining,
for example, to transient plant
behaviour;
• assess their own knowledge:
are there gaps to be bridged?
Areas to be improved?
▼ The objective of each training
course is predefined based
on the contents above; an exercise
guide is drafted for each scenario
and, to assess progress, the actual
behaviour of the trainees is
compared with the contents
predefined in the exercise guide.

▼ As shown in Fig. 1, the working
system is analysed according to
the PDCA cycle, as it encompasses
both system design and safety
management through the definition
of objectives, the performance of

tasks, the analysis of the
consequences and, to some extent,
the determination of corrective
actions.
▼ The training sessions are also an
opportunity to review the fields of
competencies to be integrated so as
to enable man-technologyorganisation (MTO) improvements
(see Fig. 2). These are based first
on the working attitude of the
individual, the correct way of
operating equipment; secondly
on leadership, the way to get
each shift leader to make
appropriate decisions; thirdly on
communications, the way to get the
emitter and receptor of a message
to understand it in the same way;
fourthly on team behaviour, the way
to respect other team members’
contribution and to check and be
checked; lastly on the decision-

Fig. 1 : The PDCA Cycle of Q uality M a n a g e m e n t

Setting of Goals and Expectations

• Knowledge • Skills • Behaviour

Use of skills

•training
• consolidation
of experience
• coaching

Checking of perform ance
and skills

Comparison of Should-be vs. Actual
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Fig. 2 : Q uick-reference behaviour for shift personnel in charge
Leadership

• Keep the control in all situations
• Choose command methods that match the situation
• Pass on information comprehensively
• Decide systematically
• Check or be checked

Individual behaviour at w ork

• Provide continuous surveillance of facilities
• Report unusual items
•Follow P-E-C-l*
■ Make appropriate use of operating documents
• Process incoming information
C om m unications

• Provide timely and complete information
• Talk directly to your counterpart
• Speak clearly and precisely
• Share instructions completely
• Make clear to others
that you have understood

( " ) P - Preparation; E - Execution; C - Check; I - Information

making process, the way to manage
uncertainty or complex situations,
for instance.

• Contribute
• Respect other team members’ contribution
• Express doubts straightforwardly
• Check and get yourself checked
• Help and accept help
D ecision behaviour

• In case of uncertainty, choose the measure
with higher safety priority
• Involve shift members, specialised departments
and the management
• Use predefined procedures if applicable
• Perform thorough efficiency checks
• In complex situations, use FORDEC**
for analytical decision making

( * ') F - Facts; 0 - Options; R - Risks; D - Decision; E - Execution; C - Check

90% of all accidents/incidents
can be managed in this way.
• Analytical decisions: decisions
made to manage situations not
immediately recognizable by an
operator.
▼ Beyond immediate and
procedure-based decisions,
emphasis is put on the third
category of decision-making, based
on Fordec. Designed by Dr.
Hörmann for the German
Aeronautics and Aerospace
Company (Deutsches Zentrum für
Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR) in 1995,
Fordec proved effective and well
accepted by engineers as a group
approach. The method was thus

transposed to the nuclear power
generation business by adding a
set of essential and secondary
criteria specific to NPPs.
Fordec allows the selection
of the best solution and its
implementation in good order,
particularly in situations of stress
or limited time. As shown in Fig. 4,
Fordec starts by analysing Facts
through to defining as many
Options as possible, discussing the
Risks and benefits associated with
each option, and making a
Decision, Executing that decision
and finally Checking if all the
expected benefits are there.
If not, the process must be revised,
beginning with the Facts step.
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▼ During the session, trainees are
faced with three types of decision
situations (see Fig. 3):
• Immediate decisions: decisions
made to react immediately to
emergency situations. Operators
are trained for this type of decision,
although the technology selected for
designing German reactors - based
on the 30-minute criterion - prevents
them from being confronted with
this kind of situation.
• Procedure-based decisions:
decisions which can be managed
using a decision analysis tree;

Team behaviour

Quick references
for safe
and successful
work in the
control room ¥
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▼ The effectiveness of training is a
function of the combination of:
• Team teaching: The sessions are
systematically conducted by a team
composed of a specialised engineer
and a psychologist.
• The use of simulators based
on state-of-the-art technology:
Being identical to the control room
of a real plant, they allow the
replication of any real-life scenario
likely to occur in a plant, including
multiple-cause failures, and allow
interactive reactions with the
operator. For instance, the
simulation is so detailed that it can
reproduce a small break on a chip
or a major leakage on a main pipe.
▼ At a time when the phase-out
is depressing the entire nuclear
industry in Germany and when
institutes no longer seem ready to
educate nuclear engineers, it is of

Fig. 3: Selecting the right decision m ode

▲

ComDlexitv
evel
Ak

Analytical decisions

\ Higher

1 risk

Procedure-based
decisions

Safe
1 decision
1 Higher
1 risk

Immediate decisions

▼

utmost importance to maintaining
suitable safety that operators be
provided with high-level training
based on continuously improved
methods and tools such as
simulators. In spite of the costs,
this remains a highly profitable
investment. •

(1) KSG kraftwerks-SimulatorGesellschaft mbH/GfS Gesellschaft
fü r Simulatorschulung mbH
(Essen, Deutschland)
Nuclear Power Plant Simulator
Co./Simulator Training Co.
(Essen, Germany)

Fig. 4 : A nalytical decision m aking based on FORDEC
(►F a cts
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• Coal achieved? Problem solved?
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Primary • Effects known and managed
criteria from a safety perspective y
• “Conditions” under control?

Secondary * Cost-effectiveness?
criteria • Mechanical stress of material?
Decision

i
Decision making
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Assesment of effectiveness (criteria satisfied?)
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S tudies in C o m p lex O perating Environm ents

http://criepi.denken, or.jp/en/e_publication/
home337/Data337-1-e. html

By Gyrd Skraaning Jr, Industrial Psychoglogy
division, Institute for Energy Technology (IFE),
Norway

> D e v e lo p m e n t of the S afety E valuation

http://www.ife. no/english/aktuelt/
aktuelt_ display,jsp ?doc Id=2500

> U seful in fo rm atio n

http://www.ergonomie-self. org/

> H um an Factors in e n g in e e rin g

design

T echnical U n iversity of B erlin
http://www.ast. tu-berlin. de/htmi/arbeitsgruppe/
humanfactor/hf_eng. html

By Kenichi Takano, Senior Research
Scientist, Human Factors Research Center,
Central Research Institute of Electric Power
Industry (CRIEPI), Japan
http://criepi.denken, or.jp/en/e_publication/
a2002/02seika31.pdf

> E U -N etw o rk P R IS M

(P rocess Industries

S afety M a n a g e m e n t)
http://www.pnsm-network,org

EUROSRFE Tribune

is a v a ila b le on the
w e b s ite of the Francophone Ergonom ics
S ociety (SELF)

S ystem in O rg a n iza tio n a l Factors and W o rk e rs ’
Consciousness
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> 22 March 2005, Paris, France

> 31 October-11 November 2005, Trieste, Italy

Les facteu rs h u m a in s : prise en com pte
dans le reto u r d ’e x p e rie n c e (in French)

N u clear P o w er P lan t S im u la to rs
for Education

Organised by Societe Frangaise d’Energie
Nucleaire (SFEN) and chaired by Institut de
radioprotection et de sürete nucleaire (IRSN)

Organised by the Abdus Salam
International Centre for Theoretical Physics.

> 4-22 April 2005, Saclay, France

> 30 November-2 December 2005,
Vienna, Austria

T rain in g course on n u c le a r sa fe ty org an ized
w ith in the fra m e w o rk of the NEPTUNO p ro ject
(Nuclear European Platform of Training
and University Organisations)

Organised by Institut national des sciences
et techniques nucleates (INSTN)
NEPTUNO Project website:
www. sckcen. be/neptuno/

> 21-26 August 2005, Brussels, Belgium
ICENES 2 0 0 5
(12th International Conference
on Emerging Nuclear Energy Systems)

Hosted by the Belgian Nuclear Research
Centre (SCK-CEN) and sponsored by ENS

EUROSRFE Tribune

e-mail:bverboom@sckcen. be
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e-mail: smr1680@ictp. trieste. it

O p eratio n al S afety P erfo rm an ce
in N u c le a r In s ta lla tio n s

Organised by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA)

The next EUROSAFE Forum w ill be held
in Brussels on 7 and 8 November 2005.
The seventh issue of
the EUROSAFE Tribune
w ill contain reports about
the lectures and discussions
of the EUROSAFE Forum 2004.

EUROSAFE Tribune is a periodical from the EUROSAFE Forum. Editorial Committee: Jean-Bernard Cherie, IRSN - Benoit DeBoeck, AVN - Ulrich Erven,
GRS - Peter Storey, HSE - Christer Viktorsson, SKI - Jose I. Villadoniga Tallon, CSN, Seppo Vuori, VTT. Coordination: Horst May, GRS Emmanuelle Mur, IRSN. Credits: Thomas Gogny, Sarah Palvall, Mediatheque EDF. Writer: Jean-Christophe Hedouin. Production: Euro Rscg C&O. ISSN:
1634-7676. Legal deposit: february 2005.
The French, German and English versions of the EUROSAFE Tribune will be available on the website www.eurosafe-forum.org
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